
Smurfit Kappa, Europe's leading corrugated packaging company and one
of the leading paper-based packaging firms in the world, has issued
quarterly earnings results this morning. The firm stated that profit before
income tax was 22% stronger y/y to €913m, while revenues rose by 18%
to €10.107b. EBITDA reportedly increased by 10% to €1.302b for the year.
"As we begin the year, current trading is strong and our integrated paper
and packaging system remains effectively sold out" said chief executive
Tony Smurfit, "We continue to see significant opportunities across our
geographical footprint and as such, we are investing to build a platform for
durable growth to meet customer demand".
The stock looks set to outperform in 2022, in our opinion. Smurfit, with its
reasonable forward P/E of 15.6 times, has seen steady and strong price
appreciation since the March 2020 lows. The stock, which still boasts a
dividend yield of circa 3% at these levels, has increased by 111% from its
pandemic low-point, and in our view has room for further upside, of close
to +30%. Smurfit Kappa will likely increase its market share this year and
next, and is forecast by analysts to grow its ROE to 18.0% over the next
three years (vs the industry 11.5%) and annual earnings by 16.0% per year
going forward (vs industry 15.3%).
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Market Moves

Equities: Stock markets were mostly positive on Tuesday, buoyed by
robust earnings results so far this week. In Europe we see the main
indices about 1.5% higher this morning, the EuroStoxx50 having now
undone most of its selling from the previous two weeks. Investors
however will not have forgotten about the tense situation in Ukraine,
and will also be focused on US inflation readings tomorrow. Markets are
far more sensitive to inflation results at the moment than they normally
would be, as central banks look to contain the surging consumer prices
by withdrawing their Covid emergency support programmes and also by
raising interest rates. S&P500 futures are 0.6% stronger on Wednesday,
pushing the VIX down to $20.90.
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Currencies: The Dollar saw some slight gains yesterday, however the FX
space has been relatively quiet so far this week. We expect this fairly
muted trade to persist until after tomorrow's inflation release. The Dollar
index is back in its range area from November and December, currently
at 95.53. The index was driven lower last week back to these levels
mostly by a strong Euro on the back of a hawkish tilt from the ECB.

Safe-havens: Gold futures are approaching an important resistance point this
week, currently trading at $1,828 having gained 2.3% in the last 8 days. Real
yield levels and the near-term direction of the US Dollar will both be important
factors for the precious metal going forward, US inflation this week may cause
some heightened volatility.
Government bond yields are dipping slightly this morning, taking a break after
what was a significant shift higher last week after the ECB meeting. The
benchmark German 10yr yield reached a three-year high of 0.27% yesterday,
now at 0.21%. Bearing in mind that this bond carried a negative yield for most
of 2019 and all of 2020 and 2021, this latest move is important for markets
and may have an impact on relative equity valuations.

Looking ahead: Later on Wednesday we will hear Q4 reports from Disney,
CME Group, Uber, and CVS Health Corp, after we saw results this morning from
Smurfit Kappa and GSK. Another quiet day ahead of us in terms of economic
data on Wednesday, we will however hear from the Bank of Canada Governor
Macklem during the afternoon, CAD currency pairs may see volatility. Markets
elsewhere should see subdued volatility today and tomorrow morning, ahead
of the US CPI inflation release tomorrow at 1:30pm, expected at 7.3% y/y.

Daft.ie Report
According to the latest set of figures from property website Daft.ie, the
number of homes available to rent in the country has fallen close to
historic lows. Rents have clearly increased as a direct result, and also as
we emerge from what has nearly been two full years of government
restrictions. There were less than 1,400 units to rent nationally on the
website at the start of this month, with just 712 properties available in
Dublin - the lowest level since Daft's records began 14 years ago.
Nationwide, the average rent on the website was €1,524 at the end of
December, a y/y increase of more than 10%. The shortage of homes has
coincided with a recent sharp spike in rents in the capital, according to
Daft. Dublin rents surged by 4% alone during the fourth quarter, to an
average of €2,258 in the south and €1,897 in the north of the county. This
was the fastest quarterly jump in seven years.


